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Recently , thirty folks of Hispanic background discovered Earth Science concepts.  W e heard many
and wonderous, Oh, W ows!  as the concepts came to light.   Rock Detective programs consist of a series
of activies, called Mysteries,  that ask questions about accompanying rock samples that students are invit -
ed to handle and examine. The questions lead to an assort -
ment of interesting and relevant Earth Science concepts like
evidence for sea level change (Mystery #3, Figure 1) and how
volcanoes relate to plate tectonics.  

The  Mysteries in this program were chosen  to aug -
ment an ESL (English as a Second Language) class under the
instruction o f Justina Bacon, Shasta College, Redding,
California.   For the ESL students we put out both the Spanish
and English versions of the Mystery questions along with

rock, mineral and fos -
sil samples labeled in
Spanish (see Figure
1). They worked for
several hours solving
Mysteries in Spanish
and developing an Earth Science vocabulary in English. 

The ESL students were all anxious to learn,  which lead to a
type of group think in which they rapidly discovered the concepts.
Many small groups formed spontaneously around the process of
s e e k i n g
answers to the
Mystery ques-
t ions.  These
groups devel -

oped as the students shared  insights (see Figure 2)
which sparked a spir ited in teraction. Everybody
seemed  intent on 'getting  the  Oh, W ow'! 

While the students concentrated on under -
s tanding the concepts ,  three Spanish-speaking
instructors worked closely with them (see Figure 3), and
kept the process of learning the English equivalents
relaxed and low key .  Tina Bacon, Primary Instructor ,
along with V olunteer T eachers,  Nan Renish and Susan
Armington quickly answered questions and translated
as needed  to facilitate student insights and my contri -
butions.  As you can see from the pictures, the class loved it!   They took notes in English, and asked to
have them checked for grammar and content.

The Rock Detective program divides naturally into two parts:  An Investigation Phase during which
students examine the samples and seek answers to the questions; and the Discovery Phase, called the

Figure 1. Both Spanish and English versions
of the Mystery Questions were presented
along with the samples labeled in Spanish.

Figure 2. Groups formed spontaneously
around shared insights about answers to
the Mystery questions.

Figure 3. The Instructors kept the process of
learning English relaxed and low key.



‘Staff Meeting’ when students gather as a single group to
share their insights and conclusions about the Mysteries, and
ask their own questions. In this process, many , many Earth
Science concepts are discovered.

The role of the Earth Science instructor  (in this case,
me) is part resource person and part entertainer .  During the
Investigation Phase  I supply facts relevant to student insights
and,  in the ESL class  insights  flew like a flock of birds when
the students first started their investigation of the Mysteries.   I
was thrilled with their enthusiasm and went about the room
from group to group listening for the development of leading
ideas, and seekingout individuals who needed a helping hand. 

I have found over the years that some students are real -
ly anxious to share their ideas, and others need some encour -
agement and that’ s where the entertainment (Figure 4) comes in.  The trick is to have the students share
in providing the entertainment!   This is what makes the Staff Meeting exciting.  T o start I invite students
to suggest a Mystery that they find interesting.  This provides opportunities for other students to share
their insights;  and,  I can join in and take the Oh, W ow to the next level.  T o cap the ESL Rock Detec tive
program,  I used the Staff Meeting to share some fascinating, and important ‘Oh, W ow!’ concepts.  In the
picture  (Figure 4)  I am demonstrating how under certain circumstances,  bacteria can produce the min -
eral, magnetite.

Figure 4. Ruth teaching around the 
question, ‘Can bacteria make the
mineral,  magnetite?’


